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The right environment

When Bruce Craig completed his takeover
of Bath Rugby back in 2010,
one of the ﬁrst things he did to
demonstrate the change in possibilities
he saw for the club was to move the
playing and coaching staff to their
new place of work. From now on, training
would take place at Farleigh House.

“This is yours, this will be your new home” was my message. There was a
real wow factor and look of pride – that’s what I was hoping for. Individuals
need to be inspired and I believe this wonderful setting and our plans and
commitment to the future will help do that.
Bruce Craig, Owner, Bath Rugby

Today, the grounds have been fully
converted to include a cutting-edge gym,
comfortable changing rooms, a strapping
area, a medical centre and space for
rehabilitation, and high-end meeting
areas. Bath players, coaches, medical staff
and analysts are now joined by the
administration staff at the same venue.

The right choice of base can also make a
statement about expectations.

Not every training facility is as advanced
as Farleigh House, but when polled, every
single Premiership Rugby Director of
Rugby agreed very strongly that having
the right training environment is essential
for optimising player performance.

That is why Premiership clubs are
investing more heavily than ever in getting
their training facilities right. Wasps, for
example, are now deep into planning for a
new home at The Crofts, having secured a
lease from Old Leamingtonians RFC.

Bath Rugby’s training ground
at Farleigh House
Ricoh Rugby spoke to Todd Blackadder
and Bath Rugby players Chris Cook and
Will Chudley to explore what makes
Farleigh House the right environment
for players.

Place
The changing
workplace
In business as well as sport, the workplace is undergoing a period
of considerable transformation. Spaces are becoming more ﬂuid,
particularly with days working from home or on a freelance basis
now common.
One of the most compelling effects of this
has been the emergence of the coworking
space – a shared venue where sole traders
and small companies can pool resources –
and the subsequent rise of WeWork,
which manages over 10,000,000 square
feet of ofﬁce space worldwide. Following
investment from Japanese conglomerate
SoftBank, WeWork now has a valuation
of US$47 billion and has grown into
The We Company – with plans to move
into accommodation, luxury gyms and
private schools.
The workplaces of tomorrow will be
deﬁned by a greater array of spaces, with
room to collaborate and more conﬁned
areas to give individuals the freedom to get
their own work done. And they will also be

made ﬂexible through technology.
Connected buildings offer the possibility
of controlling everything from heating
and cooling preferences to security to
boardroom allocation, all through
automated feedback from employees’
mobile devices.
With most elite teams recruiting across a
greater range of specialisms, from medical
and logistics functions to analytics, the
idea of what constitutes a working
environment in rugby is also changing.
Every Premiership side, for example, needs
areas for players where they can absorb
individual and team feedback.

At Leicester Tigers’ Oval Park centre,
the coaching and analytics teams use
a Ricoh Interactive Whiteboard to run
through speciﬁc plans in the gym.
This allows them to review video from
training sessions and outline tactical
ideas that can then be prepared
immediately on the gym ﬂoor.
Watch the video

Place
The 21st century
stadium
At the top end of the game, of course,
teams have two places of business: the
training ground, and the stadium. Clubs
across Gallagher Premiership Rugby have
invested in their home venues in recent
years, with Bath Rugby, Leicester Tigers
and Harlequins among those planning or
continuing with extensive developments.

At the Stoop, Harlequins now operate a completely
cashless stadium with Apple Pay and credit cards,
and their unique ecash currency is used
predominantly in bars and shops.

At Gloucester Rugby and Exeter Chiefs,
revenues from non-matchday events like
conferences are worth as much as ten
per cent of turnover. Saracens moved to
Allianz Park in 2013 after being tenants
at Watford’s Vicarage Road, and now
make upwards of £5 million a year from
stadium-related activities.

At the Ricoh Arena – which also stages
conferences, as well as Coventry City
football matches and summer concerts –
Wasps have increased their average
attendance by over 230% since the
move from Adams Park. Now the drive
for upgrades continues, improving the
matchday experience and creating new
possibilities for generating income.

Some improvements have an impact on
the ﬁeld, such as all-weather surfaces,
and robust data networks that help
analysts generate real-time insights and
communicate them to the coaching staff.
The primary focus, however, is in the
stands. Average attendances in the
2017/18 season were 14,165 with
aspirations to continue to grow.

A 72 square metre high-resolution LED
video screen has been installed this
season on the South Stand, displaying
replays, clips explaining rules and social
posts, and giving sponsors ample space
for their own content. A high-density
WiFi system is being paired with a
bespoke mobile app and contactless
payment capabilities throughout the

stadium. In October, Wasps signed a deal
with LA-based provider AXS for a digital
ticketing platform, offering frictionless
purchase and entry, and virtual reality
maps previewing every seat in the house.
Speaking in December, Wasps chief
executive Nick Eastwood told the
Coventry Telegraph that if the club got
that environment right, more fans would
want to keep coming back.

Place
Wasps and
the Ricoh Arena
Wasps have increased their average
attendance by over 230% since the
move from Adams Park to the Ricoh
Arena. Ricoh Rugby spoke to Dai Young
and other Wasps’ stakeholders who
have been involved in the transition
about the importance of creating the
optimal environment for the club
to generate results.
Watch the video
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